Introduction
============

*ERG* (ETS transcription factor) gene deletions (*ERG*del) can be found in 3-7% of pediatric B-cell precursor (BCP) acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL).^[@b1-1041407]--[@b3-1041407]^ It occurs almost exclusively in B-other ALL, a heterogeneous subset comprising 20-25% of pediatric BCP-ALL, defined by the absence of routinely tested (cyto)genetic classifying lesions. Two parallel European studies demonstrated that *ERG*del frequently co-occurs with deletion of the *IKZF1* gene (*IKZF1*del) and attenuates its negative prognostic impact.^[@b1-1041407],[@b3-1041407]^ Subsequent study further investigating the prognostic impact of *IKZF1*del in a context of additional gene copy number changes identified a genetic pattern associated with poor outcome in children treated according to the AIEOP-BFM ALL 2000 protocol.^[@b4-1041407]^ This "*IKZF1*^plus^" genetic pattern is defined by co-occurrence of the *IKZF1*del with deletion of *CDKN2A, CDKN2B, PAX5* and/or *PAR1* region in the absence of *ERG*del and will be used to refine risk stratification in the upcoming AIEOP-BFM ALL 2017 trial. The analysis of *ERG*del thus becomes a part of the routine diagnostic algorithm in this large international clinical trial.

Several methods with different coverage and sensitivity can be used to detect *ERG*del. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array can reveal any type of deletion (of minimal length varying with SNP array density) present in a major clone, representing more than 20-30% of the analyzed sample. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) has similar sensitivity while the coverage depends on the design of the probe in the kits used. Genomic PCR has at least ten times higher sensitivity compared to SNP array/MLPA, while it only detects the most common deletion types which were considered in the PCR primer design. Importantly, the PCR approach was used in all the three aforementioned studies defining the prognostic impact of *ERG*del in the context of *IKZF1* del^[@b1-1041407],[@b3-1041407]^ and *IKZF1*^plus.[@b4-1041407]^ Since *ERG*del frequently occurs at subclonal levels that SNP arrays and MLPA fail to detect due to lower sensitivity,^[@b1-1041407]^ the genomic PCR should be used for diagnostics in accordance with these studies and the established definition of *IKZF1*^plus^. However, the genomic PCR-based *ERG*del detection method used in those studies^[@b1-1041407],[@b4-1041407],[@b5-1041407]^ suffers from at least two disadvantages: 1) due to variable length of amplified region and uneven level of *ERG*del-positive clones, the PCR products must be sequence-verified; and 2) strict precautions must be adopted when using Sanger sequencing in order to avoid carry-over contamination of samples, and sequence analysis can be complicated in samples with more distinct PCR products.

Based on the frequent subclonality of *ERG*del and its instability between diagnosis and relapse, the *ERG*del is considered a passenger genetic lesion.^[@b1-1041407],[@b3-1041407]^ The early ALL gene expression profiling studies showed that it is specific to a subset of B-other ALL with a unique gene expression signature, likely representing a novel biological subtype.^[@b6-1041407],[@b7-1041407]^ This novel ALL subtype was confirmed and further characterized by several recent studies, which also revealed its common genetic background, i.e. rearrangements of the *DUX4* gene (*DUX4*r).^[@b7-1041407]--[@b9-1041407]^ In *DUX4*r-ALL, the expression of *DUX4* (physiologically silent in somatic tissues) is activated by juxtaposition under the control of ectopic regulatory element, most frequently the *IGH* gene enhancer. The *ERG* gene was identified among direct *DUX4* targets in *DUX4*r-ALL. It has been demonstrated that *DUX4* deregulates *ERG* gene transcription in a complex manner; it induces expression of non-canonical *ERG* transcripts, including *ERG*alt which inhibits wild-type *ERG* and promotes leukemogenesis in mice. It is possible that *DUX4* also renders the *ERG* gene prone to deletions *via* inducing (epi)chromatin changes.^[@b9-1041407]^ The *DUX4*r-ALL subtype has only recently been defined and for the moment there are no simple tools for *DUX4*r detection and *DUX4*r-ALL classification; thus, there are no data on its prognostic impact. A single American study reported favorable outcome of *DUX4*r-ALL suggesting that the favorable prognostic impact of *ERG*del observed earlier is indeed inherent to this ALL subtype.^[@b9-1041407]^ However, *ERG*del can only be found in a subset of *DUX4*r-ALL and its prognostic impact within this subgroup has not been explicitly addressed.

Here we analyzed the presence of *ERG*del by SNP array, genomic PCR followed by Sanger sequencing, and by a newly-designed deep amplicon sequencing procedure (AmpliSeq). We aimed to determine to what extent the different sensitivity of methods impacts *ERG*del detection and classification into *IKZF1*^plus^ category. Next, we wanted to assess whether *ERG*del can be detected in a significantly higher proportion of *DUX4*r-positive patients using a potentially more sensitive method and to what extent positivity could serve as a surrogate marker for the *DUX4*r-ALL classification. Moreover, we wanted to elucidate whether *ERG*del-positive *DUX4*r-ALL differs from *ERG*del-negative *DUX4*r-ALL, and whether the possible differences depend on the method used to detect *ERG*del. Finally, use of AmpliSeq enabled us to study in detail also the repertoire and clonality of *ERG*del in order to better understand its origin during leukemia clone evolution.

Methods
=======

Patients and samples
--------------------

The study analyzed diagnostic and remission bone marrow or peripheral blood samples from 118 children (aged 1-18 years) diagnosed with B-other ALL (negative for *ETV6/RUNX1, TCF3/PBX1, BCR/ABL1, KMT2A*-rearrangements, hyperdiploidy, hypodiploidy) and treated in the Czech Republic between August 1998 and July 2017 according to the BFM ALL protocols. Patients were selected according to the availability of the biological material and/or of already existing genomic data. A retrospective part of the cohort (treated August 1998-July 2010; n=30) was enriched for patients presenting with immunophenotypic features shown to be associated with *ERG*del (CD2-positivity, immunophenotypic switch).^[@b10-1041407]^ The remaining 88 patients represent 84% of all consecutively diagnosed and prospectively analyzed B-other patients treated according to the AIEOP BFM ALL 2009 protocol (consecutive sub-cohort; August 2010 -- July 2017). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University Hospital Motol and informed consent was obtained in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Genomic polymerase chain reaction to detect *ERG* (ETS transcription factor) deletions (*ERG*del)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The presence of *ERG*del was analyzed by multiplex PCR, as described previously.^[@b3-1041407]^ Two more primers corresponding to additional centromeric breakpoint sites^[@b1-1041407]^ were added: 5'-GCGGCTACTTGTTGGTCCAAGAA-3' and 5'-CTATCCTGAACATTGCTGCCAG-3'. PCR products were analyzed on agarose gel; positive samples were sequenced by Sanger method.

Single nucleotide polymorphism array
------------------------------------

Copy number aberrations (CNA) and regions of uniparental disomy (UPD) were analyzed in 104 patients using HumanOmni Express BeadChip (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) or CytoScan HD arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA). For six patients, the results from the analysis on GeneChip Mapping 250K Nsp and Sty arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) were available from our previous study.^[@b10-1041407]^

*DUX4*r-acute lymphoblastic leukemia classification, analysis of *DUX4*, *RAG1* and *RAG2* expression
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*DUX4*r-ALL was classified by supervised hierarchical clustering of patients based on expression of *DUX4*r-ALL signature genes (the top 150 up-regulated and the top 150 down-regulated genes in *DUX4*r-ALL compared to non-*DUX4*r-ALL^[@b9-1041407]^). Gene expression profiling was performed by whole transcriptome sequencing (RNAseq) and/or on microarrays, as described previously.^[@b11-1041407],[@b12-1041407]^ Expression of *DUX4, RAG1* and *RAG2* was analyzed using data from RNAseq. *RAG1/RAG2* reads were aligned and counted using hg19 reference genome.^[@b13-1041407]^ *DUX4* reads were mapped to the *DUX4* reference sequence and counted as described previously.^[@b9-1041407]^ Read counts were normalized using library size factor computed using R package Deseq2.^[@b14-1041407]^

Analysis of *ERG*alt expression
-------------------------------

Expression of "*ERG*alt a" and "*ERG*alt b"^[@b10-1041407]^ was analyzed using RNAseq data. Reads containing the sequences specific for these *ERG*alt transcripts were counted and normalized by library size factors.

Amplicon sequencing
-------------------

Libraries for the amplicon sequencing were prepared by one round multiplex PCR using FastStart™ High Fidelity PCR System (Roche, Basel, Switzerland). PCR primers used to amplify *ERG*del spanning region and 1-2 control amplicons are listed in *Online Supplementary Table S1* and their schematic position is shown in [Figure 1](#f1-1041407){ref-type="fig"}. Sequencing was performed on an Ion Torrent PGM sequencer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) using 400 bp chemistry according to the manufacturer's instructions (Life Technologies). Reads were successively mapped to a custom reference using the Burrows-Wheeler Alignment (bwa) tool. First, reads were mapped to a custom reference comprising reference sequences for both control amplicons and reference sequences surrounding the five *ERG* 3' breakpoint site clusters. Next, from all reads partially mapped on *ERG* 3' breakpoint site clusters, the unmapped parts were exported and mapped against the reference sequence surrounding the common *ERG* 5' breakpoint site. The unmapped parts of reads in between segments mapped to 3'and 5' breakpoint site references were considered inserted non-templated nucleotides (N-segment). Data analysis was the same as that used for V-(D)-J rearrangements of immunoglobulin/T-cell receptor genes. Identified *ERG*del alleles were defined by the position of last non-deleted 5' nucleotide, N-segment (inserted non-tem-plated nucleotides), type of utilized 3' breakpoint site cluster, and position of the first non-deleted 3' nucleotide. Sequencing setting (target coverage, choice of control amplicons) and the coverage achieved are shown in *Online Supplementary Table S2*.

![Schematic representation of the *ERG* gene, its transcript variants, and different types of *ERG*del found in the present study. Black (gray) boxes represent exons of the gene (individual transcript variants). Accession numbers for reference sequences from NCBI Reference Sequence Database are shown. The most common types of the deletion (Int*ERG*del) are shown in red, other types (*ERG*del-diff) are shown in orange. Positions of primers used for the amplification of Int*ERG*del spanning region (green triangles) and 2 control amplicons (blue triangles) are shown. BP: breakpoint site.](1041407.fig1){#f1-1041407}

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare numerical parameters in *DUX4*r-ALL stratified by *ERG*del. The two-tailed Fisher exact probability test was used to compare frequencies. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate survival rates, differences were compared with the two-sided log-rank test. Event-free survival (EFS) was defined as the time from diagnosis to the date of last follow up in complete remission or to the first event. Events were resistance to therapy (non-response), relapse, secondary neoplasm, or death from any cause. Failure to achieve remission due to early death or non-response was considered as events at time zero. Patients lost to follow up were censored at the time of their withdrawal.

Further details of the methods used are available in the *Online Supplementary Appendix*.

Results
=======

Frequency of *ERG*del in *DUX4*r- and non-*DUX4*r-acute lymphoblastic leukemia: performance of different *ERG*del screening methods
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We studied the presence of *ERG*del in a cohort of 118 B-other ALL patients of whom 50 and 68 were assigned into the *DUX4*r or the non-*DUX4*r ALL subgroups, respectively, based on the presence of *DUX4*r-specific gene expression signature^[@b9-1041407]^ and *DUX4* gene rearrangements (see *Online Supplementary Results*).

Using SNP array, we found *ERG*del in 16 of 47 (34%) *DUX4*r-ALL patients. In 12 of 16 positive patients, the SNP array findings corresponded to the most frequent type of *ERG*del, targeted by PCR/AmpliSeq (Int*ERG*del), while a different type of *ERG*del was found in four of 16 positive patients (*ERG*del-diff) ([Table 1](#t1-1041407){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#f1-1041407){ref-type="fig"}). Using PCR, we found *ERG*del in 33 of 50 (66%) *DUX4*r-ALL. As expected, all 12 patients with Int*ERG*del detected by SNP array were positive by PCR; surprisingly, also three of four patients with *ERG*del-diff detected by SNP array were positive by PCR, demonstrating co-existence of various deletion types, each in a different proportion of cells. Importantly, PCR revealed Int*ERG*del in 18 of 31 patients negative by SNP array. Using AmpliSeq, *ERG*del was detected in 39 of 50 (78%) of patients with *DUX4*r-ALL, including all 33 PCR-positive and an additional six of 17 PCR-negative patients.

###### 

Results of *ERG*del screening by three different methods in 50 *DUX4*r-acute lymphoblastic leukemia.

![](1041407.tab1)

In non-*DUX4*r-ALL, all 63 and 68 patients tested by SNP array and PCR, respectively, were *ERG*del-negative. No *ERG*del was found in nine non-*DUX4*r patients tested by AmpliSeq at higher coverage setting.

Prognostic impact of *DUX4*r and *ERG*del
-----------------------------------------

Neither the whole cohort (n=118) nor its consecutively analyzed part (n=88) showed a significant difference in EFS or OS between the *DUX4*r-ALL patients and the non-*DUX4*r B-other ALL (*Online Supplementary Figure S5*). Similarly, despite the fact that, according to all the analyses, patients with *ERG*del fared better than patients lacking the deletion, the difference between *ERG*del-positive and *ERG*del-negative patients within the whole B-other ALL cohort did not reach a statistical significance, whatever method for the *ERG*del detection was used (SNP array, PCR, AmpliSeq or combination of all) (*Online Supplementary Figure S6*).

When the prognostic impact of the *ERG*del was analyzed only within *DUX4*r-ALL, its favorable effect on outcome was again statistically non-significant when SNP array results were taken into account (combining both Int*ERG*del and *ERG*del-diff patients; *P*\>0.3). When PCR or AmpliSeq results were used, the positive prognostic impact of *ERG*del was statistically significant in the whole *DUX4*r-ALL cohort (n=50) (PCR: EFS, *P*=0.022; OS, *P*=0.029. AmpliSeq: EFS, *P*=0.099; OS, *P*=0.032) and for AmpliSeq also in its consecutive part (n=27) (EFS, *P*=0.020; OS, *P*=0.016) ([Figure 2](#f2-1041407){ref-type="fig"}).

![Impact of *ERGd*el on survival within acute lymphoblastic leukemia (*DUX4r*-ALL*)*. Five-year event-free survival (EFS) (A, C, E) and overall survival (OS) (B, D, F) of *DUX4*r-ALL patients stratified according to the presence of *ERG*del as defined by single nucleotide polymorphism array (A and B), genomic polymerase chain reaction (C and D), and amplicon sequencing (AmpliSeq) (E and F). n: number.](1041407.fig2){#f2-1041407}

Expression of *DUX4*, *RAG1* and *RAG2* and *ERG*alt
----------------------------------------------------

Similarly to other recurrent deletions in BCP-ALL, *ERG*del is thought to represent a result of illegitimate *RAG1/RAG2*-mediated V-(D)-J recombination. This theory is strongly supported by the presence of sequence motifs highly homologous to recombination signal sequences in close proximity to *ERG*del breakpoints.^[@b3-1041407]^ It has also been suggested that *DUX4* may facilitate *ERG*del by increasing accessibility of *ERG* gene locus.^[@b9-1041407]^ We analyzed expression levels of *DUX4, RAG1* and *RAG2* in 44 *DUX4*r-ALL with available RNAseq data and did not find any difference between patients stratified by *ERG*del presence based on results of any of the detection methods used (*data not shown*).

We analyzed the association between *ERG*del and expression of *ERG*alt transcripts. In total, 41 of 44 *DUX4*r ALL cases expressed *ERG*alt. The expression levels varied substantially, and in some *DUX4*r ALL cases, the levels were very low and undistinguishable from those found in non-*DUX4*r ALL (*Online Supplementary Figure S4*). Interestingly, the expression of *ERG*alt was significantly higher in patients with *versus* patients without *ERG*del detected by PCR/AmpliSeq, but not between patients with *versus* patients without *ERG*del detected by SNP array ([Figure 3A-C](#f3-1041407){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant correlation of *DUX4* and *ERG*alt expression levels in *DUX4*r cases (*data not shown*).

![*ERG*alt expression in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (*DUX4r*-ALL*)* stratified by *ERG*del. ERGalt expression (y-axis: normalized read counts from RNAseq data) is shown for *DUX4*r-ALL patients stratified by *ERG*del according to results of single nucleotide polymorphism array (A), polymerase chain reaction (B) and amplicon sequencing (C). *P*-values from Mann-Whitney U test are shown. NS: difference not statistically significant.](1041407.fig3){#f3-1041407}

Frequency of copy number aberrations in *DUX4*r-ALL stratified by *ERG*del
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the total number of copy number aberrations (CNA) in 47 *DUX4*r-ALLs with available SNP array data. We found a significantly higher number of CNA in patients positive compared to negative for *ERG*del, independently of the *ERG*del screening method used ([Figure 4](#f4-1041407){ref-type="fig"}). The most common CNA were deletions (del) of the *CDKN2A/B, IKZF1* and *PAX5* genes (found in 43%, 23% and 20% of *DUX4*r-ALL patients, respectively) (*Online Supplementary Table S2*). Deletions of *CDKN2A/B* were evenly distributed among *ERG*del-positive and *ERG*del-negative patients. The frequency of *IKZF1*del was identical in the two groups when the *ERG*del was determined by SNP array; however, when PCR results were used for the *ERG*del assessment, the *ERG*del-positive patients had a significantly higher percentage of *IKZF1*del compared to *ERG*del-negative patients (33% *vs*. 0% of *IKZF1*del-positivity, respectively; *P*=0.02). Frequency of *PAX5*del was lower in *ERG*del-positive compared to negative patients but the statistical significance was reached only on *ERG*del stratification according to SNP array (0% *vs*. 29% *PAX5*del-positive patients; *P*=0.04). Simultaneous deletion of *IKZF1* and *CDKN2A/B* or *PAX5* (no *PAR1* was found in *DUX4*r-ALL) was found in six *DUX4*r-ALL patients. All were *ERG*del-positive using PCR screening which prevented their classification as *IKZF1*^plus^-ALL. Notably, SNP array revealed *ERG*del in only one of the six patients.

![Total copy number aberrations (CNA) in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (*DUX4r*-ALL*)* stratified by *ERG*del. The total number of CNA are shown for *DUX4*r-ALL patients stratified by *ERG*del according to results of single nucleotide polymorphism array (A), polymerase chain reaction (B) and amplicon sequencing (C). *P*-values from Mann-Whitney U test are shown.](1041407.fig4){#f4-1041407}

AmpliSeq: a novel method for *ERG*del detection and analysis of *ERG*del repertoire
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To overcome the disadvantages of the "PCR + Sanger" method, we designed deep amplicon sequencing system (AmpliSeq) allowing us to easily distinguish between different *ERG*del alleles co-occurring in one sample, as well as to filter out sequences of non-specific products and / or primers-dimers which complicate analysis of Sanger sequencing. During the PCR step of the AmpliSeq approach, individual samples were labeled with unique barcodes which enabled us to multiplex them and avoid carry-over contamination. To amplify the *ERG*del spanning region, the same gene specific primers were used as for the PCR, targeting the most frequent type of *ERG*del utilizing a common 5' breakpoint site and one of the five different 3' breakpoint site clusters. In the AmpliSeq, 1-2 *ERG* germline region(s) (control amplicons) were co-amplified within the same PCR reaction ([Figure 1](#f1-1041407){ref-type="fig"}). This approach enabled us to quantify resulting amplicon libraries and achieve comparable sequencing depth (and thus sensitivity) across all patients, including potentially *ERG*del-negative cases without any detectable or quantifiable *ERG*del PCR product after PCR. The sensitivity of AmpliSeq was tested on a dilution series of positive control; using 1×10^6^ coverage we achieved sensitivity of 0.01%. Two different levels of coverage were used in the AmpliSeq experiments. Fifteen PCR-positive patients were sequenced with standard coverage (2×10^5^ reads per sample), and 18 PCR-positive *DUX4*r-ALL patients and 26 PCR-negative patients (17 from the *DUX4*r cohort and 9 from the non-*DUX4*r B-others) were sequenced with higher target coverage (1×10^6^ reads per sample). The number of *ERG*del reads in all but one patient was high (10^9^-10^6^); in the remaining single patient (UPN-004), who was PCR-negative, we found only 13 *ERG*del reads. To assess sensitivity of AmpliSeq used at lower coverage, we performed random down-sampling of total reads to 5×10^4^. *ERG*del was reliably detected (supported by \> 150 reads) in all AmpliSeq-positive patients except for Patient UPN-004, where only four *ERG*del reads were found after down-sampling.

We have previously described a co-occurrence of multiple distinct *ERG*del subclones at leukemia diagnosis.^[@b3-1041407]^ AmpliSeq provided a much deeper insight into this phenomenon. We studied Int*ERG*del repertoire in 24 patients sequenced at the higher coverage setting. Strikingly, we found two or more distinct Int*ERG*del subclones in 22 of 24 patients; in 14 of these, a polyclonal Int*ERG*del pattern (10-50 co-occurring subclones) was found ([Table 2](#t2-1041407){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 5](#f5-1041407){ref-type="fig"}, and *Online Supplementary Table S3*). Notably, the polyclonal Int*ERG*del pattern was present in 50% of patients with *ERG*del detected by SNP array, where the *ERG*del could be incorrectly assumed to represent a "clonal lesion" acquired by a leukemia-founding cell and inherited by all its progeny ([Figure 6](#f6-1041407){ref-type="fig"}). On the contrary, only the two patients with a single Int*ERG*del clone identified by AmpliSeq (and detectable by SNP array) might represent such a clonal lesion; however, we are unable to distinguish the genuine clonal from a "pseudoclonal" lesion, acquired later in leukemogenesis in progeny of a leukemia-founding cell and present in a major, dominant clone at diagnosis. Moreover, additional co-existing *ERG*del(s) could have remained undetected in these two patients due to small size and/or inefficient sensitivity of AmpliSeq. Altogether, AmpliSeq revealed the rarity of the clonal/pseudoclonal pattern and a striking prevalence of the polyclonal pattern of Int*ERG*del.

###### 

Int*ERG*del repertoire in 24 patients positive for *ERG*del by amplicon sequencing (AmpliSeq) at higher coverage setting.

![](1041407.tab2)

![Schematic representation of the Int*ERG*del repertoire in 24 patients with *ERG*del-positivity by amplicon sequencing. Distinct, manually curated Int*ERG*del clones are shown as bars colored according to the 3' breakpoint site cluster (BP) used. Width of bars corresponds to the relative size (number of reads) of individual clones. SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism; PCR: polymerase chain reaction; UPN: unique patient number.](1041407.fig5){#f5-1041407}

![*ERG*del patterns. Three different patterns of *ERG*del are depicted. (Sub)clones with distinct *ERG*del are represented by different colors; cells without *ERG*del are shown in gray. Gain of *ERG*del in leukemia-founding cell resulting in clonal pattern is probably extremely rare, if present at all. In acute lymphoblastic leukemia with a pseudoclonal pattern, only a single *ERG*del gained by progeny of leukemia-founding cell is detected. However, an additional distinct subclonal *ERG*del may co-exist at the level below sensitivity of the detection methods. Our data suggest that the most frequent *ERG*del pattern is polyclonal, where multiple distinct *ERG*del subclones co-exist, and based on the total proportion of *ERG*del-positive cells, the *ERG*del can be detected by single nucleotide polymorphism array/polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or by PCR only. Patterns were visualized using fishplot package for R.](1041407.fig6){#f6-1041407}

Discussion
==========

Our study demonstrates that the choice of detection method has a huge impact on the proportion of *ERG*del-positive ALL patients that are identified. Only half of the patients with *ERG*del identified by PCR were found positive also by SNP array. Thus, a switch to less sensitive methods (SNP array, array CGH, MLPA) could result in a significant deviation from original studies demonstrating the prognostic impact of *ERG*del and such methods cannot be considered equivalent to the genomic PCR.

The *IKZF1*^plus^ deletion pattern was recently identified to be a strong prognostic marker and it will be used to stratify patients with positive minimal residual disease (MRD) at the end of induction into a high-risk treatment arm on an upcoming AIEOP-BFM ALL trial.^[@b4-1041407]^ Importantly, we show here that, according to the false negative results of *ERG*del screening by SNP array, five patients would be misclassified as *IKZF1*^plus^ and assigned to the high-risk treatment and/or stem cell transplantation.

While SNP array provides a wide range of diagnostic data (analysis of hyper/hypo-diploidy, analysis of deletions involved in *IKZF1*^plus^ pattern), the genomic PCR for the *ERG*del detection represents an "extra" method and, moreover, it suffers from several disadvantages (as mentioned above) which may discourage diagnostic centers from introducing it. Here we present a novel method, AmpliSeq, which is comparably sensitive to original genomic PCR and overcomes the disadvantages of Sanger sequencing of PCR products. Massive parallel sequencing (MPS) becomes a standard technology, and is used in many routine diagnostic laboratories. The list of its applications is still growing, from whole genome/exome/transcriptome sequencing to custom panels including, e.g. screening of immunoreceptor genes \[immunoglobulin (IG) and T-cell receptor (TR)\] rearrangements used for the identification of targets for MRD monitoring. AmpliSeq for *ERG*del detection can be easily coupled with such screening of IG/TR rearrangements or with other MPS applications. Moreover, as the analysis of IG/TR and *ERG*del can use analogous algorithms, development of common analytical tools for these data can be expected in the near future, which would further facilitate the diagnostic use of *ERG*del AmpliSeq.

Although we have sequenced a proportion of patients with very high coverage to be able to analyze the *ERG*del repertoire in depth, the coverage used for diagnostic purposes can be substantially reduced without a significant increase in false negativity. Even with the reduced coverage, our data show slightly higher sensitivity of AmpliSeq over the PCR. However, the discordance between PCR and AmpliSeq is significantly lower compared to the discordance between SNP array and PCR, and, importantly, our data suggest that biological and clinical characteristics of the PCR-defined and AmpliSeq-defined *ERG*del groups are very similar.

Previous studies have shown the rarity of *ERG*del in non-B-other BCP-ALL. In the present study we did not find any *ERG*del-positive patient within non-*DUX4*r B-other ALL; thus, *ERG*del was 100% specific for the *DUX4*r-ALL subtype. However, even with the use of AmpliSeq at high coverage, approximately 1 in 5 to 1 in 4 of *DUX4*r-ALL remained *ERG*del negative, confirming that *ERG*del cannot serve as a marker for *DUX4*r-ALL classification. Similarly, we confirmed that nor do *ERG*alt transcripts represent a reliable surrogate marker for *DUX4*r ALL; they can be present in non-*DUX4*r ALL and, moreover, they are absent or expressed at low levels in a proportion of *DUX4*r ALL, and are undistinguishable from non-*DUX4*r ALL. Interestingly, higher levels of *ERG*alt were associated with the presence of PCR-defined *ERG*del within *DUX4*r ALL in the present study. Since the *ERG*del-negative *DUX4*r ALL cases in particular had zero or low levels of *ERG*alt, even simultaneous detection of *ERG*del and *ERG*alt does not allow the *DUX4* ALL subtype to be reliably identified.

Our study revealed additional biological and clinical differences between *ERG*del positive and negative patients within the *DUX4*r-ALL. We found significantly more CNA in *ERG*del-positive patients. Although we did not find any difference in expression of *DUX4* and *RAG1/2* at mRNA level, we believe that a higher CNA number may still reflect a higher rate of illegitimate V-(D)-J recombination in *ERG*del-positive patients. Moreover, our data show significantly better outcome of *ERG*del-positive compared to *ERG*del-negative *DUX4*r-ALL patients defined by PCR-based techniques. Although this finding needs to be validated by further studies, it suggests that *ERG*del might have additional value for outcome prediction than has been described so far.

A potential driving role for *ERG*del in leukemogenesis has remained controversial until recently. Originally, it was thought that the *ERG*del resulted in the expression of aberrant ERG protein with a potential dominant negative impact over wild-type ERG.^[@b6-1041407]^ However, our previous study demonstrated that this protein is not expressed from the *ERG*del allele^[@b15-1041407]^ and Zhang *et al*. have shown recently that it is indeed encoded by *ERG*alt transcript.^[@b9-1041407]^ These findings further strengthen the likely passenger role of *ERG*del. Our current study shows that *ERG*del is independently acquired in multiple members of leukemic cell populations and could just represent collateral DNA damage resulting from continuous *DUX4*-induced exposure of the *ERG* gene locus. Our interpretation of *ERG*del clonality presumes that this deletion is predominantly monoclonal at the single cell level. Biallelic *ERG* deletion in bulk leukemic samples has only rarely been reported so far. Moreover, as the aberrant ERG protein encoded by the intact *ERG* allele has a driver role in *DUX4*r-ALL,^[@b9-1041407]^ the biallelic *ERG*del would be biologically disadvantageous. This is strongly supported by findings from *in vitro* study where silencing of *ERG* in a *DUX4*r-ALL NALM-6 cell line with monoallelic *ERG*del led to cell death.^[@b16-1041407]^ Even though, in the absence of a single cell analysis, we cannot exclude the possibility that one dominant *ERG*del (detectable by SNP array) is accompanied in small subclones by another *ERG*del present on the second allele (e.g. in patients UPN-025, UPN-099) ([Figure 4](#f4-1041407){ref-type="fig"}), taken together, our data clearly demonstrate the predominance of the polyclonal *ERG*del pattern and the late origin of this lesion during leukemogenesis in the majority of cases.

To conclude, the *ERG* gene deletion represents a unique aberration among all the other recurrent genetic changes that have been described in ALL so far. We show here that it is predominantly polyclonal, most likely a passenger aberration whose presence, however, potentially stratifies *DUX4*r-ALL into two subsets that differ in their genomic profile and outcome. Since it is frequently present at subclonal levels below the sensitivity of SNP array/aCGH/MLPA, only genomic PCR or AmpliSeq should be used for *ERG*del screening in order to appropriately define this subgroup and assess the *IKZF1*^plus^ genotype. The methods used to detect *ERG*del differ significantly in sensitivity and this should also be taken into consideration when comparing and interpreting the findings of individual studies.
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